
Salesforce  Sales-Cloud-Consultant  Exam
Questions  –  Tips  To  Pass
Do you know the importance of a Salesforce certification in the IT industry? Success in Salesforce
certification  exams  increases  your  credibility,  helps  you  land  well-paid  jobs,  and  multiple
opportunities to climb the career ladder. The Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam
belongs to the Salesforce certification. It is one of the demanding Salesforce certification exams and
thousands of IT aspirants attempt it to verify their skillset. Passing the Salesforce Certified Sales
Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant credential exam increases your chances of success
while applying for high-paying jobs. The Sales-Cloud-Consultant certification test is undoubtedly
difficult to crack. You must prepare thoroughly to earn the Sales-Cloud-Consultant certification. So,
if you want to pass the Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam in one go, you must prepare smartly. Smart
preparation is the key to passing these certification exams. To help you do successful preparation in
one  go,  P2PExams  bring  authentic  Salesforce  Sales-Cloud-Consultant  Exam  Questions.
Preparing actual Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam questions by P2PExams is the reliable way
to get ready for Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant certification tests. If you are anxious about the
preparation for the Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam, you should use valid Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam
dumps from a  trusted  source  such as  P2PExams.  This  platform offers  100% latest  Salesforce
Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam questions in three convenient
formats:  desktop Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant  practice exam software,  web-based practice
exam,  and  a  Sales  Cloud  Consultant  Sales-Cloud-Consultant  PDF  document.  All  formats  have
Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant real questions that are
enough to prepare for the Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam in a short time.

Real Exam Questions & Answers in Salesforce Sales-Cloud-
Consultant PDF Format
Professionals all over the globe give ideas to update Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant
Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant PDF dumps of P2PExams. As a result,  we can offer you real and
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updated information about the Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam. We create
Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant questions that are exactly like the real test questions in terms of
pattern, content, and level of complexity. Experts also provide us with crucial information so that we
can keep our Sales-Cloud-Consultant pdf questions updated as the technology and Salesforce exam
content changes. The amazing thing about our Sales-Cloud-Consultant dumps is compatibility with
smart devices. You can easily carry Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-
Consultant questions in PDF to any place and revise Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant
actual questions without time limits.

Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant Practice Test Software –
Deal with Exam Pressure
You can modify the Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant practice test in our desktop
software depending on questions types and mock exam duration to meet your training needs.
Another leading feature of our Sales-Cloud-Consultant practice exam software is that it creates a
test  scenario as  per the actual  Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant  Exam Sales-Cloud-
Consultant certification exam environment.  Track and report  feature of  Salesforce Sales-Cloud-
Consultant desktop practice test  software helps to identify mistakes in exam preparation.  This
feature is beneficial to eliminating weaknesses and appears in the final Sales Cloud Consultant
Sales-Cloud-Consultant test  will  full  confidence.  Installation of  the Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam
simulation  software  on  Windows computers  is  a  hassle-free  process.  In  case  of  any  technical
hitch, Salesforce Exam Dumps users can get assistance from P2PExams 24/7 customer support
team.

Self-Evaluation with Web-Based Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant Practice
Exam

Actual  Sales-Cloud-Consultant  test  questions are undoubtedly  helpful  in  preparing well  for  the
Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant exam. But you should also take the web-based Salesforce Sales-
Cloud-Consultant self-assessment test to expand your knowledge and overcome the exam anxiety.
P2PExams  Salesforce  Sales-Cloud-Consultantweb-based  practice  test  makes  your  preparation
mistakes free.  It  creates a real  Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-
Consultant test scenario, which helps to calm your nerves. Mac, Linux, Windows, iOS, and Android
all support the web-based Sales-Cloud-Consultant practice exam. You can use any popular browser
such as Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Internet Explorer, and Safari to take the web-based Salesforce
Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant practice exam.

Don’t  Miss  Huge  Discounts  –  Buy  P2PExams  Salesforce  Sales-Cloud-
Consultant  Exam Dumps  Now

If you want to purchase P2PExams Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant valid dumps but yet confused,
try the free demo of Sales-Cloud-Consultant practice tests and pdf format. This free demo of our
Sales Cloud Consultant exam product will help test the specifications of the P2PExams exam product
in three formats. We also commit free updates in Sales Cloud Consultant Sales-Cloud-Consultant
real dumps after your purchase. You will get up to three months of free Sales-Cloud-Consultant valid
dumps updates if there is any update in Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-
Cloud-Consultant  certification  exam  content  after  your  purchase.  Those  who  buy  P2PExams
Salesforce Sales-Cloud-Consultant updated dumps will not have to worry about money loss as a full
refund guarantee is available on Sales-Cloud-Consultant actual exam dumps. Users of our Salesforce
real dumps will be able to claim a full refund if our product doesn’t help them get passing marks.



Download Salesforce Certified Sales Cloud Consultant Exam Sales-Cloud-Consultant actual dumps
now as an amazing discount is available. Best of Luck!



Question No. 1

What are the benefits of enabling territory management? Choose 3 answers

A. Ability to generate account sharing rule based on territory membership
B. Ability to expand private sharing model using account criteria
C. Support to complex and frequently changing sales organization
D. Support for multiple forecast per user based on territory membership
E. Ability to include opportunity in more than one record.

Answer: B, C, D

Question No. 2

Resellers for Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) need access to reports in the partner communities to
help manage their opportunities. How should salesforce be configured to give resellers the correct
level of access to reports?

A. Create a chatter group that allows partner to post item appropriate list view and report.
B. Create the appropriate list views and report folder, and share with all partner users.
C. Create the opportunity list view and report folder in the partner communities for all
partners.
D. Create a new tab in the partner communities to display the appropriate list view and report
folder.

Answer: C

Question No. 3

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is moving their legacy Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
system to salesforce sales cloud. What should the consultant recommend to ensure a successful
implementation?

A. Review the current system with all levels of users to understand their requirements
B. Review the current system with and configure sales cloud to work in the same way
C. Review the current system with executive management to understand their requirement
D. Review the current system with IT management to understand their requirement

Answer: C

Question No. 4

The sales manager at Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) is concerned that the leads from the
marketing department are outdated and poor quality. What action should be taken to address this
issue? Choose 2 answers

A. Create a validation rule that prevents the lead from being converted without specific fields
completed and train the users to enter all data accurately.
B. Create a workflow rule to update the lead rating field based on the lead status field and use
assignment rules to route leads to appropriate sales reps.
C. Create a calculated field that scores leads based on lead attributes and use assignment
rules to route leads to appropriate sales reps.
D. Create lead assignment rules to assign leads to sales representatives based on the city and
the state in which the lead resides.



Answer: A, C

Question No. 5

What actions can a consultant take during the project planning phase to ensure client stakeholder
goals are met? Choose 2 answers

A. Establish a stakeholder committee and meeting schedule.
B. Create scheduled dashboard to be sent weekly to all stakeholders.
C. Acquire the client stakeholders' key performance indicators.
D. Ensure the project key performance indicators are profitable

Answer: A, C
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